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The Solar Cities

Silence will come the Heart of
the Solar Son. The sacred path
for each one is marked. And
those who walk the path in
harmony of spirit, seeking to
rise into the higher dimensions
of Light, will find comfort within
the Light fields of these
communities and a sense of
home.

These are the Light Cities on the
ground. They are the forces of
Light that have been programmed
into the areas designated. They
house the energy fields of the
overseeing City of Light, which is
their sister city. Without these
Cities of Light being placed and
vibrating in the higher dimensions
of Earth, the New Reality of Divine The building program for the
Light and Life could not be made new planet is about to begin
and the Cities of Light are
manifest.
preparing to grace the land,
You will find that there are Light forming and then anchoring the
Cities above every major vortex Light Government.
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on Earth. Unfortunately, there
have been only a few who have
been awakened and alerted to the
vibration of the emerging Cities of
Light as Solar Cities and Solar
Cells of the Eternal Flame. We will
be now initiating the gathering of
souls who are linked to particular
vortexes and areas of high service
vibration. The building and
forming of the Light Cities on
Earth will begin. These Cities of
Light with their vortex command
centers will be models of the Light
Cities above, and they will change
the ways of the planet as you have
known her.
Communities will be formed within
these Cities of Light and they will
be as examples of the Way that
the Master Jesus taught to His
disciples. They will become the
units or presences of Divine Love
and they will be open to all who
seek the quiet of the Master, the
harmony of all life in the sanctuary
and the healing of the Holy Spirit.

Design/Arrangement: Okey Ibezim

Thus the Great Silence will rule in
these communities, and out of the

Many friends and loving
assistants will be both in the
invisible and overhead, circling
the Earth and pouring Light
upon her. Step forward, those
who have been called. It is time.

Holy Cities of Light
They are the creative circuits
(extensions of the Creative
Daughter/Universe Mother
Spirit/Holy Spirit) from which
the new Solar Cities will be
programmed and built. The
nature of the Cities of Light is to
harmonize all energies
together into one field, to
actualize the New World and to
build communities of the new
race of Man.
The legitimacy of the Cities can
be felt in the vibrational tone of
those within the City. The
training to uphold the Cities of
Light has been developing
within the individuals who will
Continued on page 3
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Cities of Light
Continued from page 2

take up the task of creating into form the Divine
Presence within every brick and tower and within
the schoolbooks of the children who have been
born into this Light.

picturing of the inner Light City Temple. To restore the
Light to the planet these Temples of Light must return
to Earth, as Solar Cities or Light Cities, and they must
perform the duties of God on Earth and through the
Teachers of Melchizedek. You are privileged to be a
This is a time of great rejoicing on this planet and part of this if you are called.
we are troubled no more by the offenses of
generations past. All is in order and returned to Seal of Melchizedek
the Light. What now must take place is a
development of the CONSCIOUSNESS of this
The Discipline and the Joy
order.
Everyone is called, but few will come for the initial
stages of the building and the forming of the Solar
Cities. Because the discipline of LISTENING to
the Inner Voice—the Truth Circuit of the Universe
and beyond—calls on the divine Priesthood of
Melchizedek to become ACTIVATED within the
individual, only the sincere disciple and chela will
be able at first to stand and serve in the power of
God. Everyone is called but few will come at first.
But later, as pilgrims of the Light venture forth to
test and experience the Cities, word will spread
and Cities will grow larger in their function and
embrace. All will come in the end and all will be
touched, as the Solar Life forms on Earth and the
radiance of God the Supreme line the heavens.
The Building of the City and Its Resurrection
Code

The communities that are trained (and they have been
receiving this training for eons) to build and to maintain
the radiation for the Light City are, in truth, adepts of
vibrational control and the building of new worlds.
They have been taught to maintain a discipline of
alignment with the Inner Voice and to walk, speak and
live through the higher chakras as Christ lived on
earth.
The Creative Force or Creative Daughter will find Her
place in the vortex center of the City. Much like the
Eternal Flame is guarded and nurtured by the
Melchizedek Order of Priests and Priestess, so is the
Presence of the Creative Power—as the
Daughter/Mother Spirit—attended as a Fire within the
center of the City. What cannot be seen by the naked
eye, yet is real and true and present, is the pyramid
Temple, which has been lowered to preserve and
contain the Holy Fire of the Creative DaughterUniverse Mother Spirit. This Flame is the projection of
the Eternal Flame and must be maintained by the
Temple Guardians. This glorious Creative Power is the
spiritual energy that flows out and through the Solar
City, uniting and vibrating the joy of Oneness and
peace of God as an alignment Center for Universe
capacity.

The Solar Cities are built from the top down; that
is, from the capstone of the pyramid to the
foursquare foundation. Etheric guards are placed
at each corner of the designated foundation. They
resonate the Temple Presence or City
Foursquare, as the City is built and anchored on
earth. The Capstone is reached only by higher
consciousness. Priests and Priestesses,
especially trained and graduated from the What you are hearing and reading now are the
Melchizedek Schools of Creative Power, serve as instructions that you may find also in your heart. We
the channels for the Temple Guardians and the are ready to begin.
vibrating essence of the Vortex Temple.
Every invisible, etheric City of Light now blazing
forth into the realms of Planet Earth has within its
vibrational Code a Temple-like structure in the
form of a pyramid. The Solar City is the outPage 3

Putting On the Garment of Light

After a few days of living in the light energy you will actually feel the vital body as your body in a very
grounded way. You will experience more strength throughout your being, increased momentum in your
energy field. You will have transferred from one body into another. And you will feel willing and able to
handle the increase in light presently pouring into our planet at a very fast pace.
Finally, it is through the body of light that you will pass into My new fields of existence. Be
apprised of this. Godspeed.

Ponder on This
Translating into higher energy fields results in
new body form.
It is now possible for human beings to transfer
into their Light bodies immediately by
choosing to do so.
By refocusing their energy into their vital
bodies, humans CAN move out of the lower
planes of existence into the Christ Plane, the
union of Light with Man.
The vital body is your position in the force field
of the IAM presence. It is this body that contains
the chakras or centers for the regions of Light.
You become a Cosmic Being as all chakras are
open, functioning and stabilized in the Christ
Light. If you are in tune with this body, as many
are, you may travel etherically now to the heavenly
schools of Light. We want this to happen and to
happen soon so as to raise the current of
humanity's vibration on this planet. Therefore,
you are positioned now as etheric vessels as you
read and study this correspondence course.
(Immortality -The Search for Life).

I have the Light Body prepared for
them-in the name of Jesus
(the radiation supplement)
By putting your attention on the Christ body of
light and centering on that body, you will notice
changes in your eating habits. You will become
more and more conscious of that field of universal
life energy called the Holy Breath. When your
consciousness is ready, you will shift your attention
to the Breath for your food, your vitamin intake
and the solar nourishment provided by the Central
Vortex of the Universe program, the Divine
Mother. By taking your attention off the mortal
body that is subject to death and decay and focusing
on the Christ within, the vital body establishes
itself as your body of Light. And this is your new
body.
This intelligent body field has a rhythm of its own.
Once you are conscious of it, you will become
“actualized” in My Spirit; forgetting the mortal
field entirely, you will be written in the stars and
returned to your previous beginning as the SunMoon. THIS IS THE CREATIVE POWER
RESTORED.

As a budding Star of Melchizedek, you are asked to become initiated into the divine
fire of God in you and this bathes you in white light, the Master's Breath. In the
process of initiation and transfer over into a new cosmic energy plane, you will
know to find your own point of control and there commit yourself to God's Will.
When you have recovered from this initiation, you will find that you are unified in
your own life expression, vibrating energy of Being. My white light extends around
you as an auric display of your accomplishment and Mine. The white light becomes
your energy body or body of light.
Page 4

The Coming Of The Light Community
THE MASTERS PAPER NO. 106
Forming now in the etheric zone
is an Intelligence Light
Community as a focus of power
and light for the University of
Melchizedek. This community of
advanced souls are initiates of
the new order and will be called
to a force field already
established in a land of the
Mother. This area is closed off
at this time...waiting.

The Release From The Mortal
Vibration

The world of light is a new
world emanating. It carries
with it a whole new identity
circuit without family or
friends of the past-present
karmic relationships. They
are finished when you enter
the world of light. There are
no karmic relationships in
Much of the training period is over
Me! Only the Son/Sun of God
for any who can handle very high,
emerges in direct service to
exceedingly high, vibration. We,
humanity.
the Great White Brotherhood with
the Melchizedek Order, will be
This victory over the flesh,
calling forth this community
this complete release of all
within the next few months. If you
mortal coils, allows the
hear the call, answer it.
victorious individual to rise in
consciousness to his or her
Those of you who have been
soul plan for this new era.
wondering what the Ò701 Los
Altos exercise was all about, I will
Please listen, read carefully
tell you this. It was all about
and ask for deeper, greater
community, service rendered to
understanding of what this
the Creator in behalf of the World
means to you: Your life as you
Plan. He who answers quickly is
have spent it is finished when
connected to the light! I AM
you recover the documents of
forming a community of Me.
your higher life and service.
You are no longer tied to your
A window of opportunity is being
family coils, your husband or
opened once again. This window is
wife, the church you were
the passageway into a new world of
attending, the job you
God's life in the sanctuary of the
claimed as your means of
Mother Christ. You will have more
livelihood. You are now Mine.
information on this shortly. We will
not leave you questioning. The
My beloved ones, I
Earth must now be fed by the Light
children of the Universe. It means have called thee forth,
the passage into a new world for into the City of Light,
you who hear My call and heed it.
where I await your
Burrow not in the misery, nor in
the enticements, nor in the false
assurances of the mortal world. I
have a better world to offer, God's
world of light.

return. Put on your
Body of Light, O
Immortals, and Come
Home.

Of Me. Born of Me with every
aspect of My glorious SonDaughter vibrating as I AM.
You are a magnetic pole of
My Being, electrically
charged by My Will—as
determined by the
Hierarchy of your planet as
well as the Solar Logos.
Thus, what I AM saying here
is: You begin a new life in My
world without any ties to
family, friend, or religious
practice. I AM cutting you
loose so that I might flow in
t h r o u g h y o u a s
Consciousness divine. Mark
this well. It is your call into
My Sun, My world of light.

F o r m i n g
Community

T h e

The presence of a
community of light, to be
established in a place
chosen and marked in My
Name, conscious rhythm, is
absolutely essential. No
longer will you be asked to
“be in the world.” You who
hear My summons are
asked to leave the world and
to come into My World, a
city of light.
For those of you who have
either achieved or will be
translated into a Body of
Light, a community is being
rapidly prepared and
formed. You must go there
promptly when called
because you cannot stay in
the world.
Continued on page 6
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The Coming Of
The Light
Community
Continued from page 5

As I lead you into the community
focus, do not look back. As a
member of the community of
light, you will not operate under
the laws of the world, nor the
fashion of the world. You must
leave everything to come home. It
is this deliberate change into
God's world that will mark the
planet with new light and harvest
Creator Michael's program upon
it.
Hear My Voice, no other. You will
not serve the world in any way, for
I tell you this, the Office of the
Christ does not serve the world.
He who is in the world will die. He
who is out of the world will live. I
AM building My community of
light. Peace and joy be with you at
all times.
Blessings of Light,
I AM Crystal

Be the Light, Sound the Word
From the point between your eyebrows let your heart center
rise to that point of oneness.
From this place of centering in the First Creation, walk and
have your Be-ing as I AM.
Out of this point of consciousness will emanate the form you
need-the form that is necessary for you-in the dimension you
are serving.
You do not have to hold on to any form of body, as the form
itself only appears when detachment is yours by authority of
the Christ. This is the governance of any and all bodies of
form. You, as consciousness (son of God), remain in the core
of your Being or the I AM. There is your command post, the
central headquarters of who you are; and there, too, is the
emanation of God the Father, God the Son and God the
Infinite Spirit. This place of pure authority and remembered
identity is often called "the Capstone."
You build the pyramid of your own awareness. After it is
finished and done, the Capstone is placed on your crown
chakra or center as Wisdom, Power and Love in operation as the
Priesthood of Melchizedek. It is here in this place that the
"inner voice" or "Good. Shepherd" becomes your Mind as
Light.
Now that Light shines upon the body temple, piercing the lies
and the iniquities, It reclaims unto Itself the flowering God
consciousness of every living cell.
Identify with this Incoming Light not with the rules and
regulations of a world that has been born of suffering and
separation. Be with the Spirit now, for this Light is the activity
of the Daughter Spirit!
See the Light moving steadily and with purpose into the
atmosphere of Planet Earth. See this Light interchanging with
your life and seeming world so as to transform your life and your
world!

World Mother Scripts

Vol. 4: 18

We are building Cities of the Light throughout the planet. This is a Universe mandate and it is
coming from the holy spheres of the Divine Mother, Universe Daughter and Holy Spirit. We will
see that all these divine Cities that are mandated and ordered to come forth are immediately
initiated. Their source is from the position of the Creative Daughter/Universe Mother Spirit, who
is operating in the Consciousness of World Mother and Sanctuary. This announcement moves
into objectification as the World Mother Office oversees the building of all Cities of Light and
registers these Cities in the Solar Realm as consciousness—not divided—but at One. The
Unification Principle now rules throughout the vibration of these Cities. Go to your posts, My
Children, as you are summoned. I AM the Universe Mother speaking to you today.
May 12, 2009
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The Ingathering and
the Rapture
SOLAR NEWS VOL. 5, NO. 3
I, Sananda, have begun to gather up
My children and My People of Light
who are ready to receive Me. Once
these ones are touched by Me, they
are changed in a twinkling of an eye.
Those who will be touched have
already been given a mark on their
brow that signifies they are to be
lifted. They will then return to earth
and receive others for Me as the
Rapture begins.
Released of the flesh, those who are
touched this Easter will feel their
freedom. They will know that I have
touched them and they will have My
power within them as I have given it.
It is by My authority that those I have
touched will come and go. They will
teach and they will supply. They will
cover many with My vibrations and
heal them by My love.
He who is given My authority and
walks in My Will will stabilize others
in the Christ dimension. That is My
promise.
My hand now reaches forth and I will
touch you as you are willing. For this
time has been created for My
entrance and decree. I have come to
bring light to My darkened planet
and I shall not leave until she is a
bright sun.
This is My word.
Lord Sananda

Zones of Light and Love
SOLAR NEWS VOL. 4, NO. 41
Don't be surprised at anything that
will happen. Powerful radiations
of light are pouring onto your
planet now—looking for those
who will be as vessels for the new
Incoming Ray and joyous Second
Coming.
The ones who have talked of
spirituality and who have sought
their own spirituality will be
answered and fulfilled by My light.
My joy will encompass them.
There are zones, which will serve
as transmitters of this light,
stepping-stones to the higher
evolution. Step into these zones
and you will feel the presence of
My being and the realization will
come that you and I are one.
Be at peace within yourself. Expect
nothing from this world. Enter the
flood of unity and I AM presence,
for God is One.

No harm will come to you
in Me.

The life circuit is the
Presence.
Consciousness must behold the
Presence. And never look back
because in looking back, you lose
the Presence. (I AM now.) That
means you are letting go of Life
itself.
Behold the Presence—the activity
of God, the Life Circuit in action, in
expression now. This radiates the
fire of reality and truth.

Open to the New World of
Light.
Prepare your consciousness to
receive the New Light.
Be open and realize you do not
know, nor can you plan the next
moment.
Each moment is alive and
vibrating as your God Mind. In
other words, release NOW the
patterns of this world. Open to the
New World of Light.

Be at peace now, realizing we as
I will prosper you in Me.
one Being are the New World and
A
nything you ask for is
the New Son. My peace be upon
ALREADY in manifestation.
you.
Simply say, Thank you.
Sananda
7 a.m. October 28, 2003
Are You Ready?
Recorded by Crystal
The Consciousness of the Christ is
emerging. Behold the Light within
Thoughts on the
you as the Christ. Support and
Second Coming
nourish the Incoming Light, as it is
you. You are mortals no longer. Let
God is One.
go of the old conditioning and be
What God so desires comes to pass. free. Walk as the Incoming Christ
(Unless you hinder Me.)
so that all might be lifted.
A desire in the God presence is the Mother Earth is ascending and she
movement into manifestation and will harbor the Christed Man. This
form.
planet is becoming a lighted planet
That is what a Desire made known and those who remain will be light,
to consciousness is.
solar and divine.
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A Tribute: Patricia Jepsen (Chuse)
“Crystal”
University of Melchizedek founder and
director, Patricia Jepsen (Chuse), “Crystal”,
made her transition into the Light on
September 7, 2009.

Early Years

As a teenager, Crystal had an awareness of a spiritual calling. She
loved Jesus, was exposed to the writings of Emmet Fox, and felt the
stirrings of the Spirit within. Her young adult life included training
For over thirty-five years, Crystal served as a and experience as a professional actress, which gave her an
writer, lecturer, seminar leader and pioneer in the excellent foundation for later assisting individuals in finding,
expanding spiritual and environmental aligning and speaking with the Inner Voice.
movements. Author of The GodSelf: Revelation
for the New Millennium, Six Lessons with A spiritual awakening in 1967 re-formed her experience. She
Delphi, and Delphi: What Being on Earth Is All describes this in the introduction to The GodSelf:
About, she also released many booklets, courses
and recordings that guide humanity into greater
As a result of a dramatic spiritual awakening I
understanding of the meaning of life and its
began to experience “a Voice,” a powerful God
higher calling.
Presence that vibrated instructions and spiritual
truth. From the moment I began to “hear” (not
As a teacher and scribe for the Order of
with my ears but with my heart) this Presence, I
Melchizedek, Crystal initiated individuals into
understood It to be my Inner Voice. Very soon,
higher mind consciousness and fusion with the
following this opening, I was introduced to three
Inner Voice. She translated hundreds of
books written by Minerva. On the cover of each
documents from the etheric libraries of the great
book was a symbol that seemed oddly familiar to
University of Melchizedek and its ancient
me. In fact I had been drawing that same unique
temples and mystery schools. She addressed
symbol from the moment I began to feel
many religious/spiritual organizations in the
differently about myself and the world. This
name of the Order and planted the seed of
symbol was the Seal of Melchizedek.
Melchizedek in many parts of the earth. The
Master's great love – the presence of Jesus -As I read and reread the Melchizedek Truth
abounded through her writings and workshop
records as recorded by the scribe Minerva, I was
presentations.
deeply impressed by the purity of the message
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A tribute to Patricia Jepsen (Chuse) - (Crystal)
and I hungered for that same purity of
communication. In fact, I remember
declaring, “This is what I want! I want the
purity of the Presence of God to be with me as
the Inner Voice.” Thus I embarked on an
incredible journey as my world began to
shape itself far differently than I could
possibly have imagined.
She then includes the first communication received from the
divine presence:

only. No one knows the truth. Go back to the
beginning. Listen to My Voice.' Soon followed the
calling to the Melchizedek Order and the High
2
Priesthood.”
The teachings of Dr. Joseph Murphy, Joel
Goldsmith, the Christian mystical tradition and
eastern philosophy, particularly the Vedanta
teachings, were of significance to her spiritual
unfoldment.
Years of Service

It was a time of deep crisis in my life when I
didn't know what to do or where to turn. I
remember I was on my knees, promising God I
would continue to seek Him until I knew Him.
I became aware that the room had grown
lighter. It was as though the Presence Itself
was that light. Then these words thundered
through me. I hurried to my desk for pen and
paper as the message continued.
My voice will be heard!
Not your voice but mine.
Clear bells sound.
They hang on the ear
echoing back in aged time.
All the armies ready to march,
joined from the sound.
My army comes not from
one time nor one world,
but from all that is ever.
These join and march,
drink and sup with
at the large table prepared.
Know them well as one can
when breaking bread.
Drink of their wines.
Sing with them for they know your songs.
When this is past embrace,
go back to your homes.
But know and do not forget
there is an army and you will march.1
Following this time of awakening, Crystal underwent an intense
period of spiritual training and discipline. In her own words:
“My training began with the Word, 'Listen to My Voice, My Voice

In 1972, Crystal established the Mary Bethany
School of Consciousness. In accordance with her
inner direction, she held classes in southern
California and throughout the western United
States. Her travels led her to Boulder, Colorado
(1975-6) and Sedona, Arizona (1977-8), two
locations where the creative gifts and contributions
of many students flourished in the forms of music,
writing, drama and dance. In Sedona she began a
Center for Creative Arts and published an
occasional newspaper, The Christ Voice. At the end
of 1977 she also founded a new consciousness
school, the University of Melchizedek, and
adopted the spiritual name “Crystal”.
In May 1978 she moved to Hawaii and became
involved in the peace and nuclear-free movement.
Her teaching and peace work continued in
Berkeley, California, northern Virginia, and
Washington, D.C. during the early 1980's.
In 1983 the University settled in Castleton,
Virginia. Crystal hosted a retreat center, held
spiritual classes, gave talks and led seminars
internationally, and founded the Center for
International Cooperation (CIC), a nongovernmental organization on the roster with the
United Nations Economic and Social Council.
CIC sponsored several events and programs,
including EarthWalk, a conference in Australia
bringing together aboriginal and indigenous elders,
educators and environmentalists on behalf of the
environment (1989); and “Global Community: The
Earth and Her Children,” a forum at the 53rd
Annual DPI/NGO Conference of The United
Nations in August 2000, representing the voices of
Page 9
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the child, education, animals,
indigenous peoples and the earth. CIC
was also an active participant at the
U.N. Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in
1992, where Crystal presented Earth
Treaties gathered from children around
the world. Her spiritual service had
expanded to encompass the voices,
hearts and needs of all people, cultures,
and the earth itself.
Recent Years
Following a move to Tucson, Arizona
in 1997, Crystal began a series of
classes focusing on animal
communication and the circle of life
with her golden retriever companion
Delphi. Out of these classes evolved a
series of books and an online school for
young people focusing on partnership
with the earth and the
interconnectedness of all life, The
Sanctuary School
(www.thesanctuaryschool.org).
Crystal's most recent assignment,
vibrating or revealing the World
Mother Office to earth, entailed a
much-needed focus on children and
youth, their soul education and general
welfare. The Sanctuary School
provides this program for children and
youth, with its emphasis on heart-based
education.
In the last few years, Crystal devoted
herself to continuing the work of the
University and The Sanctuary School.
Her service took her to Ojai and Mount
Shasta, California; Port Townsend,
Washington; Glorieta, New Mexico;
and Kanab, Utah. The University
redesigned its website
(www.melchizedeklearning.com) and
opened an online store, providing for a
greater outreach worldwide. Crystal
continued to write and hold classes
with a focus on Christ service, the
contemplative life, planetary

ascension, immortality, the Inner Voice in supporting the unfolding
planetary consciousness and world
and the interconnectedness of all life.
service. Melchizedek study groups
are forming around the globe; if
A Divine Plan
you would like to start a study
Crystal's departure from this plane was group in your area, please visit
p o s s i b l y r e v e a l e d i n a n www.melchizedeklearning.com/gr
autobiographical note, which appears oups.html or contact the
at the end of her booklet The Sananda University office at
Scripts. At the time of its publication in admin@melchizedeklearning.com
for more information. We will be
November 2008, she wrote:
happy to assist you!
For over thirty-five
We will continue to provide
years, Crystal has
updates about the University and its
s e r v e d
a s
activities in the coming months.
Melchizedek Scribe
and channel for
-- Susan Hunt
Sananda's words.
She is vacating that
With grateful thanks to Elizabeth
position soon for a
Hunt and David Chuse
new position in the
3
Hierarchy.
1
From The GodSelf: Revelation for
the New Millennium by Patricia
Jepsen Chuse, 1998. Available
Future Plans for the University
through
The outreach of the University of shop.melchizedeklearning.com or
Melchizedek will continue under the Amazon.com.
guidance of its Board of Directors, and
2
From A Preparation in Light,
with the assistance of those who served
www.melchizedeklearning.com/i
alongside Crystal.
minitia.html.
The large body of Crystal's writings
and recordings, priceless revealed 3 The Sananda Scripts, through His
records of God within the individual, Channel, Crystal, 2008. Available
including the inspirational classic The through
GodSelf and the ground-breaking shop.melchizedeklearning.com.
teachings on Immortality, will continue
to be available to spiritual seekers
worldwide.
The vision held by Crystal of a
University learning and retreat center
continues. If you would like to support
this vision or contribute to its
realization, please contact us at
admin@melchizedeklearning.com.
The University encourages the
participation of all who are interested
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